USS Arondight – NCC 80477
Stardate 10510.09
Episode #118 “Sheep’s Clothing”
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PROLOGUE: The senior staff of the Arondight, still wondering what happened to their commanding officer, are preparing for the onslaught of death from the lake.  Loki has once again decided to make his presence known and as usual, it involves blood and weapons.  Meanwhile, the Captain finds herself torn from the battlefield to... where??

<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: standing with axe ready waiting for the beasties to get there:: All:  Keep your weapons to them and your backs away.  Don't lunge forward to attack, let them bring the attack to you

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::stands with sword in hand prepared to defend himself:: CTO: Lt. I wonder if we could get Odin to help us with this situation?

CMO Jakiel
 ::is poised ready to let another arrow fly, keeping her eye on the next one nearest::
   
CEO Day
 ::prepares himself, shield out in front, arm back ready to take a head off:: 

CTO Grey-Feather
 OPS: Give it a try but he ain't taking calls from me last time I checked
      
ACTION: The fallen warriors continue to advance on the Arondight crew.  Their eyes are vacant holes that show only darkness to those that look into them.  There is something in that darkness though, the creature that was under your bed as a child, the figure in the shadows as you walk home in the dark of night, the eerie sound in the empty house...

CNS Kostandinos
 ::manipulates the heavy sword and shield in her control, not being used to such large weapons::
      
ACTION: Rhianna's arrow flies true and hits one of the first warriors.. it lodges in his breastplate and he continues forward.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::calls out:: Odin: Oh great Odin please answer our request for help with you son Loki.
      
Loki
 @ ::turns from the view of the battlefield to his guest::  CO: Do you like the seats?  I wanted you to have a good view.

CMO Jakiel
 ::pushes the frightening childhood memory out of her head and loosens her fingers to let another arrow fly::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: moves over to cover the smaller members of the crew, CNS, CMO :: All : Here they come, concentrate on one of them, lets peal them down one at a time
 
CO K’Beth
 @::watching the horde march closer to her crew turns towards looking and stalks at him ready to commit murder:: Loki: Stop it, Loki.  You've had your fun.
      
ACTION: The first line of warriors approach, their weapons held high and a silent war cry coming from ancient throats.  They rush the Arondight crew.
   
CEO Day
 ::a red fire seems to emanate from Jace's eyes as he considers the enemy...his heartbeat slows, breathing becoming steady...and he feels as if he can perceive the entire area at once:: 

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::swings his sword at the nearest one to him::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: runs using his mass to help accelerate the axes force and strikes at the nearest one ::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::engages one of them in sword battle::
   
CEO Day
 ::slams his shield into the breastplate of the nearest zombie, setting him off balance for the sword strike to follow:: 

CMO Jakiel
 ::quickly turns and moves into a jog, but twists the upper half of her body to keep an eye on the advancing warriors while she pulls another arrow out of her quiver and notches it::
      
Loki
 @ CO: I have?  Well I'm so glad you told me, I wouldn't have known otherwise.   No, I think there is always room for more fun.  ::checks the battle::  Oh, and it has started.
      
ACTION: As one of the warriors closes on Rhianna, an arrow flies from some unseen spot and slams between the creatures eyes.  It falls to the ground.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::not sure how he ended up in this fantasy land, but sees Rhianna in trouble, finds a bow and a quiver of arrows, loads up and aims at the nearest undead:: Self: The target is always within reach... ::lets fly with his first shot and draws another::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::attempting to land a good hit on the zombie, which is difficult with all the armor::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::growls and quickly reaches toward Loki to try and grab hold of the godling::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: instincts are taking over and Grey-feather is wielding the axe as if it was an oversized tomahawk and strikes again ::

@ ACTION: As soon as K'Beth's hands grasp Loki, he is gone.
 
CO K’Beth
 <Dog> ::stays close to the tall CTO person she is familiar with and darts out from cover to bite an ankle of an advancing warrior::
      
Loki
 @::from a meter or so behind K'Beth:: CO: Now now, how can we enjoy the show if you don't take your seat.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::watches as the zombie falls and decides to wade in full force as he knows that he can take more injury than any of the other crew can::
   
CEO Day
 ::determinedly, Jace takes down one zombie at a time...their slow reflexes no match for his cunning backhands:: 

CNS Kostandinos
 ::slashes one in the upper leg and he goes down, bleeding profusely.  Assuming she hit a major artery, and he'll bleed to death soon anyways, moves on to the next::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: steps on the chest of the dead warrior he has killed like it was a step and brings the axe down on the next one in line ::

CMO Jakiel
 ::takes a deep breath and keeps on the move and looks around to see where Kizlev is after sensing him, then immediately turns to take a shot at the nearest undead warrior, trying again to aim for their head::
      
ACTION: Dark blood, almost black in color begins to spill on the field of battle and spatter covers the crew as they hack their way through the undead warriors.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::sees his first shot breach the warrior's leg, slowing his progress to Rhianna,  then steps forward a few paces, lines up another shot a bit high, and pins another arrow just low of the head and into the undead's exposed jugular::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::stumbles forward and then turns around to face him:: Loki: Is that what this is about?  A show? Those are real lives out there Loki....people who have nothing to do with this little game of ours.
      
Loki
 @ ::chuckles:: CO: Oh, we think well of ourselves, don't we?  Who says this has anything to do with you?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::continues slashing and thrusting and any Zombies that get within range of his sword::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::wishing she could get rid of the heavy shield in favor of some body armor, runs one of them through the stomach and then removes her weapon from him, looking for the next target::
   
CEO Day
 ::Jace falls into a rhythm, performing nearly a dance...strike, parry, charge, block, strike...again and again:: 
      
ACTION: One of the warriors gets behind Ko`Bil and thrusts a sword through the Takarian's midsection.
 
CO K’Beth
 <Dog> ::gags and sneezes at the foul stench and taste of the warrior’s blood but continues to help as much as she can.  Slashes at the tendons of the warrior’s ankles::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: chops down another Zombie and turns to find another, grabs dog and tosses her out of the way before someone turns the animal into a furry footprint ::

CMO Jakiel
 ::heads for a small hill, circling a bit around to the side of the battle.  After gaining the height, aims, and then lets loose another arrow.   In her periphery, catches sight of Kizlev's blue antennae and the large figure of the Chief Tactical near Ashlynn::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::turns a warrior flanking Ko'Bil into a bipedal porcupine with constant shots into its backside::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::feels the sword go in to him and turns striking the zombie that did it::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::ducks as a white puffball comes through the air, nearly hitting her full-on::

CMO Jakiel
 ::starts aiming for the undead nearest the other crew members, using her higher vantage point to her advantage::
      
ACTION: The Andorian's antennae dart up towards the air drawing his attention to the sound coming from the clouds above... large wings beating in the air.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: buries his axe into the back of the zombie impaling OPS ::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::sees the CTO:: CTO: Could you please pull this sword out of me?
 
TO Kizlev
 ::follows his senses skyward momentarily as he lines up another arrow::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::looks up briefly::
 
CO K’Beth
 @Loki: Oh come now, Loki.  You mean you are afraid of a little one on one game?  Oh...that's right.  You'd rather take innocent people against their will and throw them into danger like this. ::shrugs:: Too bad...because games are much more fun when both participants are willing.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: grabs the sword :: OPS: This is going to hurt  :: pulls it out::
      
Loki
 @ ::laughs loudly and speaks to no one:: She tries to goad me into something.. so humorous.  Also so very old and tired.  

OPS Ko’Bil
 CTO: Just a little but it is better than having it left in. Grits his teeth as the sword is pulled out::
      
ACTION: Figures break from the clouds, a group of large vultures dive from the sky targeting the crew fighting on the ground below.

CMO Jakiel
 ::watches the CTO pulling the weapon out of OPS, considering whether to go help or if he can heal himself satisfactorily::
   
CEO Day
 ::frustrated at the endless supply of adversaries, Jace's rage grows to the next level and he redoubles his efforts...one of his cleaves taking out two zombies at once:: 
 
CO K’Beth
 @Loki: Sort of like these games of yours, Loki....old and tired.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::as she impales another zombie with her sword, raises her shield up slightly higher to guard against the incoming from the skies::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::goes back to fighting once the sword is out::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: sees the vultures :: Self: I should have called in sick  All: If you have arrows fire, the rest set to receive charge

CMO Jakiel
 ::her pointed ears catch the sound of rushing wind and she looks up to see the flying creatures and shoots at one::
      
Loki
 @ CO: Perhaps, but they still amuse me.  Oh, I don't think your man down there sees this coming...
      
ACTION: A large warrior, easily twice Day's height and perhaps three times his width, approaches the CEO, large battle clubs in each hand.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::shouts:: ALL: Heads up and take cover! ::shoots at the nearest vulture and sprints towards Rhianna to get her out of danger as one dives after her::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::turns her back on Loki to watch, her hands clenched in rage::
      
ACTION: One of the vultures swoops and picks up Dog in its talons.

CMO Jakiel
 ::tries as quickly as possible to fire at the large birds, ducking as one swoops down::
   
CEO Day
 ::looks up...and up some more...then curses and rolls to the right, just under a club swing...the air pushed by the club whizzing by his ear:: 

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::sees the warrior near the CEO:: CTO: Lt. I think the CEO could use some help :: heads for the CEO::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: chucks the sword he had pulled out of the OPS at the vulture with the CO's dog in its talons ::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::sees the Dog getting carried off, but there isn't much anyone can do about it at the moment, as she continues to battle with a particularly persistent monster::
      
ACTION: On of the undead under the CTO's feet, not yet quite dead, pulls a dagger from its sheath and buries it in the CTO's left leg.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::beats on the barrier again and shouts at the CEO, hoping that the CEO was not in too much of a rage to back down::

CMO Jakiel
 ::aims at the vulture with Dog with all her might and lets the arrow fly::
   
CEO Day
  ::parries the second blow with his shield, getting knocked back a few steps before he regains his footing::
 
CO K’Beth
 <Dog> ::yelps loudly and tries to wiggle and bite at the vultures talons digging into her::
   
CEO Day
  ::notices most of the zombies appear afraid of this warrior and leave him alone...at least that means it's a one on one battle::

CTO Grey-Feather
 Aloud: What?  :: feels the dagger go deep into his leg and screams loudly, brings the axe down on the zombie::
   
CEO Day
  ::waits for the next swing, deflty side stepping it before rolling right under the beasts legs, twisting around and planting a sword in its back thigh::
      
ACTION: The CMO's aim is true and with the arrow and the gnawing of Dog, the vulture lets loose and Dog lands heavily on the ground.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::fights his way over to the CEO and tries to get behind the large warrior::
   
CEO Day
  ::an enraged yell from the beast precedes a wild swing of its arm backwards...catching Jace off guard and sending him through the air for a rough landing 10 feet away::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: pulls the dagger out of his leg and limps towards the CEO to help ::
      
ACTION: Warriors swarm on OPS as they give the Big Guy room to fight.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::sees the CTO and CEO injured and whirls on Loki:: Loki: Enough, Loki!  You are killing them!

CMO Jakiel
 ::angrily fires and fires again at the ugly birds wishing she could go help Dog and the wounded crewmen too::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::moves over toward the monsters who have descended on the OPS::
      
Loki
 @ CO: Oh, I'm not... but they are ::motions to indicate the undead warriors below::
   
CEO Day
  ::spitting out some blood, and shaking his head...Jace gets to his feet, wincing away the muscle pain, before charging with a bestial roar, leaping onto the beasts back and embedding his sword halfway to the hilt::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::scoops up the nearest broadsword he can find and engages a warrior on his way towards the giant and the CEO::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::stands fighting the mass that has grouped up on him::

CTO Grey-Feather
 Warrior: Pick on someone your own size:: swings his axe grunting 'like me'::
   
CEO Day
  ::the beast, enraged and hurting, swings its full weight back and forth, throwing Jace off for another rough landing...this time without sword or shield...both having been lost in the last charge::
      
ACTION: The senior staff continue the fight, the undead warriors and vultures keeping the quite busy and the CEO and his opponent being left to themselves.  Swords are starting to get heavy to wield, blows coming slower and slower as the crew tires.
 
CO K’Beth
 @Loki: You have the power to stop this.  So stop it.  ::turns back to her crew and sees OPS overwhelmed:: What do you want, Loki?  Just let them go...stop this fight and we'll talk about it.
      
Loki
 @ CO: You wish me to stop it?  Is that your desire?

CNS Kostandinos
 ::distracts one of the monsters away from OPS and engages it::

CMO Jakiel
 ::out of her frustration she 'shouts'::  ~~~Any god nearby: This is useless!  What purpose does this serve?!~~~
 
TO Kizlev
 ::deftly parries one slash from the undead, pivots and spins on his heels and cuts low, then thrusts his sword into the gut of another warrior sneaking up on him, pulls his blade, and uses the momentum to finish off the one in front of him::
   
CEO Day
  ::Jace winces as a cracked rib makes its presence all to apparent...his left shoulder dislocated and useless for the moment, and one eye bloodied shut::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::doing his best to keep the zombies off but getting some what weaker as time goes on::
 
CO K’Beth
 @Loki: ::nods:: Yes Loki...make the enemies disappear and let my crew go home safely.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: gasps for air as the blood continues to run down his leg :: Aloud: Great Spirit give me the strength to finish this :: raises his axe and charges at the nearest zombie ::
   
CEO Day
  ::spotting a large handaxe lying next to him, Jace picks it up, manages to get to his feet, and aims for the spot just between the beasts eyes::

CMO Jakiel
 ::holds her hill and continues firing as fast as possible, glad a few of the birds have been mortally wounded::
   
CEO Day
  ::with his one good arm, he hauls back and lets fly with the handaxe...it cuts its way through the air, heading true for the beasts forehead::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::glances at the CTO's foolhardy, though bold bull rush, then faces another zombie::
      
Loki
 @ ::smiles mischievously:: CO: I shall grant you this wish.  ::disappears::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::whirls around and looks at where her crew was::

CMO Jakiel
 ::senses the CTO's pain, reluctantly lowers her bow and sprints toward the CTO, reaching into her medbag for bandages::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: slips as his leg partially buckles , his back attack ends up taking the leg off the zombie instead ::
      
ACTION: The large warrior, stunned by the blow to the head, turns for a moment and looks off into the distance.  Before it falls heavily to the ground, dead at last.
      
Loki
 ::appears on the battlefield::
      
ACTION: Loki snaps his fingers and all the combatants on the field are froze in place, undead and living alike.
   
CEO Day
  ::taking the break in action as opportunity, slams his left shoulder into the nearest tree, resetting the socket with a loud crunch and grunt of pain::

CMO Jakiel
 TO:  Kizlev, keep them off Grey-feather while I tend to him.  CTO: Let me put a bandage on...  ::stops in wonder as the scene freezes again::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::as she is about to take another swing, her arm just stops:: All: What?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::slashes at the nearest zombie and freezes in place::
   
CEO Day
  ::wonders why he can't stop leaning against the tree::  And just when it was getting interesting too...

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: feels himself freeze in place:: All: Well at least it doesn't hurt to walk like this
 
TO Kizlev
 ::catches the thrust of a zombie, disarms it, but then is frozen in his movements, unable to respond to Rhianna::
      
Loki
 All: You all fight well, as I expect.  You are definitely warriors of honor.  It may have been hours before the endless horde killed the last of you.  However...

CMO Jakiel
 ::says something angrily in Romulan, trying hard to move her head and hands::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::steps towards the barrier and leans against it watching...glad that at least the fighting has stopped.  But now worried what else Loki has in store for them::
      
Loki
 ::turns towards the CMO:: CMO: Such language from such a pretty thing.  ::smiles::
      
Loki
 All: However, your Captain has begged me to stop the fighting and send you all home safely.  And so I shall.

CNS Kostandinos
 Loki: And what about her?

CMO Jakiel
 ::her eyes flash dangerously at Loki:: Loki:  You are a coward...
      
Loki
 All: I shall send you very safely to the halls of my father, to the home of my childhood.    Of course, only the dead can go there.  ::smiles::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: curses at Loki in Seminole (creek) something about fleas, loin cloth, and arms too short to scratch ::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::thinks only if he could get his hands on Loki::
   
CEO Day
  Loki: Go to hell fiend.  ::his voice guttural and menacing...unrecognizable as his standard self::
      
Loki
 All: As your Captain has requested.  ::snaps his fingers and K'Beth is standing in the middle of the battlefield now, the only one free to move::

CMO Jakiel
 ::remembers that it was Odin who let the crew go free when her cousins met that god::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::struggles to get his jaws moving:: Loki: So, you play with other's lives just because you can? There is no value to conflict unless there's a good reason for it. ::decides to hold back his personal opinions for now::

CTO Grey-Feather
 Loki: And if you can't find hell I will be glad to give you directions
 
CO K’Beth
 ::turns a little disoriented and looks around the battle fields before finding Loki.  Looks at him and then heads over to the CTO and checks his wounds::
      
Loki
 All: Whom shall we send first...  ::looks about::

CMO Jakiel
 CO:  Captain, there are bandages and medicine in my medkit.

OPS Ko’Bil
 Loki; If you are going to send us there do it and be quick about it. I am getting tired of listening to you.

CMO Jakiel
 CO:  Dog is on the ground a little way from here.  One of the birds almost had him.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::narrows his eyes at Loki, wishing he were the godling's equal in power so that he could have a chance to duel him to the death for this outrage::

CMO Jakiel
 ::totally ignores the annoying Loki::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::nods to the CMO and limps quickly over to her and grabs the pack off of the CMO's shoulder.  Smiles and puts her hand on the young officer's shoulder:: CMO: You did well, Lt. ::heads back to the CTO::
      
Loki
 ::turns, his eyes locking with Kizlev's and suddenly Kizlev's body goes limp::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::falls flat and is motionless....::

CTO Grey-Feather
 Loki: If you send me I promise once the limitations of this universe gone and my spirit is free, I will take my revenge on you

CNS Kostandinos
 ::eyes widen as much as possible in their current frozen state, not quite believing what she just thinks she saw::

CMO Jakiel
 ::screams in rage, shouting in Romulan again, tears coming to her eyes::
      
Loki
 CO: That one begins his journey to the safety of my father's halls...  would you like to pick the next?

CMO Jakiel
 ::tries to keep her hope up, keeping in mind that the last 'dead' Arondight crew returned to safety eventually::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::bending down, tightens a bandage around the CTO's leg and sees the TO fall. Turns towards Loki and in a steady voice:: Loki: I'm not playing this game anymore Loki.  If you want me to pick...then I pick myself.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: his rage rising, tries to fight free, if he could get get his hands on the neck of Loki ::

Loki
 ::smiles and nods and the CO falls to the ground limply::

CEO Day
  Loki: You kill us all fiend, and you won't have any playthings left.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::feels the anger rising in him::

CTO Grey-Feather
 Loki: Nooooo. You better send me, cause if I get loose I will kill you not matter what I have to do to do it
      
Loki
 CEO: Perhaps.. perhaps not.  ::watches as the CEO ceases to live::

CMO Jakiel
 ::watches the Captain fall to the ground with the medkit, closes her eyes to keep her anger in check::
      
Loki
 ::turns his attention to the quiet one:: CNS: And what does it take to make you speak, little one.

OPS Ko’Bil
 Loki: I guess since you are going to do this anyway you might as well take me next.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::glares at him:: Loki: A spoiled child such as yourself is not worth words.
      
Loki
 ::snaps and all the rest die... except the CMO::
 
CO K’Beth
 <Dog> ::wakes up and starts to whine in fright because she can't move::
      
Loki
 ::approaches the Doctor::  CMO: You my dear.. you I just might spare.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::falls to the ground::

CMO Jakiel
 ::opens her eyes to listen to the conversation, then gasps as the others fall.  Looks at Loki warily:: Loki:  And why is this?

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: falls to the ground ::
      
Loki
 CMO: Your fierce heart... your beauty... the danger in you that lies just below the surface...  I wonder if the others truly understand just what a wolf in sheeps clothing you are.  I wonder if you know.

CMO Jakiel
 Loki:  Let me loose, Loki.  I will show you what qualities I possess...
      
Loki
 CMO: Perhaps you do bear watching...  ::disappears leaving the CMO alone in the midst of the fields of death::

CMO Jakiel
 ::shouts::  Loki: You are nothing but a coward!
      
ACTION: The senior staff of the Arondight awaken to find themselves all lying about the arboretum on Ke'Po Vor... the only one standing is the CMO who stands in the middle of them all a strange look of sadness, hatred and fear emblazoned on her face.
   
CEO Day
  ::growls at their present location::  I hate flowers...

CNS Kostandinos
 ::looks around and stands up immediately... who knows when the last time the arboretum floor was cleaned::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::wakes wondering why he is lying on the floor::
 
CO K’Beth
 <Dog> ::yelps and leaps into K'Beth's arms::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: sits up and grabs his leg looking for the injury that was there ::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::blinks staring straight up towards the ceiling, and thinking he just had the strangest dream, yet was so very real::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::grunts as Dog nearly knocks her over and then stands up slowly:: All: Everyone all right? ::does a head count::

CEO Day
  ::massages his shoulder, before realizing it doesn't hurt anymore::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::gets up from the floor checking the wounds that he had and not finding any::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: If this is Loki’s father's house we need to find a new place to park the Arondight ma'am
   
CEO Day
  ::stands up, still in his enraged state, looking for all the world like he might break someone's neck for looking at him the wrong way::

TO Kizlev
 ::sits up and gazes aimlessly ahead, pondering the meaning of the experience he just had::

CNS Kostandinos
 CTO: I can assure you, this is his first visit to Ke’Po Vor in recent years...  I would have heard about it if something like that had happened before.

CMO Jakiel
 ::blinks, trying to orient back to the familiar surroundings, then sees Kizlev and moves quickly to him, trying to hold back the tears.  Whispers::  TO:  Kizlevirlar...I never want to go there again...are you alright?

CNS Kostandinos
 ::still a bit in awe::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::chuckles a bit at the CTO:: CTO: Looks like Loki tired of his game.  Make sure that everyone gets back to the ship, Lt.  I want everyone checked out thoroughly.
     
ACTION: Station dwellers pass by the gaggle of Arondight crew, giving them odd looks, especially those still on the ground, and then quickly move on.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::sees how shaken and dazed some are:: CNS: Counselor, I think you had better give everyone a once over also.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::slowly looks up at Rhianna:: CMO: I...think so. I almost feel like I lived a whole lifetime...and came back again to my youth. ::picks himself up to his feet and dusts off::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Aye ma'am  Crew: You heard the lady back to the ship to be checked out, looks like the medical staff is getting overtime tonight  :: starts getting everyone rounded up and headed back ::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::nods:: CO: I fully concur.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::thinks to himself after all this fuss with Loki he still hasn't gotten a new collar for Cleopatra::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO/CNS: But how is going to counsel the counselor?  :: his usual grin returning ::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods to the CTO and gives Rhianna his fullest attention, as if trying to find answers in her hazel eyes::

CO K’Beth
 ::still holding the shivering Dog who refuses to be put down:: All: I want each of you to know...that I could see everything.  And I have never been prouder of how well you handled it and how well you fought.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::shakes her head at the CTO, thinking if she knew the answer to that one...::

CMO Jakiel
 ::tries not to shiver from the experience, then hears Grey-feather:: All: My staff will tend to you all.  Please come to the sickbay immediately.  ::looks back at Kizlev, a bit of fear in her eyes::  TO: I want to make sure you are well...
     
<<<<<<<<<< END MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

